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Finite State Automata (FSA) and their variants are natural tools 
adapted to the description of various linguistic phenomena which must be 
dealt with at various points in different types of automatic processing of 
texts written in Natural Language: 
- at the orthographical (morphological) level, one has to describe together 
each word and all its orthographical (morphological) variants. FSA repre
sent such irregular families in a natural way; 
- during the lexical parsing of texts, one tries to construct the complete 
list of the words of the texts with minimal grammatical information. Com
piling such an elementary list is a necessary step in any linguistic analysis. 
Because of various types of ambiguities which occur between simple words 
(e.g., voler: to steal, to fly, etc.), between free sequences of simple words 
and compound words (e.g., cordon bleu: blue rope, or good cook), between 
compounds (e.g, Pied noir: Frenchman born in Algeria, or American Indian), 
and because of cross constraints between ambiguities, the result obtained 
by a lexical parser cannot be represented by a mere list, and requires the 
use of a particular FSA (a Direct Acyclic Graph, DAG); 
- most grammatical words are generally very ambiguous; but a simple 
check of a limited. context of their occusrrences in texts can often enable 
a program to automatically disambiguate them. The description of these 
limited contexts and the resulting disambiguations are called local gram
mars, and use Finite State Transducers; 
- a description of Natural Languages on a large scale requires that a 
large number of FSA be collected, processed and maintained. This con
struction is considerably facilitated by using Recursive Transitions Net
works (RTNs), which are graphs that can contain sub-graphs. 

The Laboratoire d'Automatique Documentaire et Linguistique (LADL) is 
currently using these formal tools in order to describe a large amount of 
linguistic phenomena, from the orthographical level to the syntactic level. 
Several hundred graphs have been built, and are used by automatic 
tools (such as parsers, concordancers, indexers) and applications (spelling 
and grammatical checkers). We plan to build electronic dictionaries of 
thousands of graphs that will describe compounds and their variants. 
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Introduction 

Any automatic Natural Language Processing (NLP) can be considered 

as a processing of sequences (texts) of atomic units (words); these units 

are not analyzed, and they are finite in. number. For instance, consider the 

following text: 

Deux pommes de terre 

At the typographic level, the minimal units are typographic characters: 

the text can be considered as a sequence of twenty characters (seventeen 

letters and three blanks); the number of different typographic characters is 

limited to a few hundred for computational purposes, usually 256. At the or

thographic level, the same text can be considered as a sequence of four sim

ple forms (Deux, pommes, de and terre); the number of different forms is fi

nite in French (a million). At the morphological level, simple forms are se

quences of morphemes (prefix, root, suffix); the number of morphemes is fi

nite. For instance, the form pommes is the concatenation of the root pomme 

and the plural suffix s; the form redestructuration is the concatenation of 

the prefix re, the prefix de, the root structur and the suffix ation.1 At the 

syntactic and semantic levels, the minimal units are the words; the text 

above is constituted of two words, the first is a numeral determiner (Deux), 

the second a compound noun (pomme de terre). 

At any level of analysis, we call the minimal units symbols, the set of sym

bols the vocabulary, any concatenation of symbols a sequence, and the set of 

all the correct sequences the language. We study here a special kind of lan

guage: finite state languages (Kleene's languages). We present tools capa

ble of representing K -languages: Finite State Automata, and give examples 

of linguistic phenomena which are naturally described with them. 

1. Finite State Automata (FSA) 

A FSA is a network made of a finite number of nodes and arcs which 

connect the nodes. 2 Two nodes are special ones: the initial node and the ter-

1 Inflections in French (plural and feminine forms for nouns and adjectives; 
verb conjugations) are naturally represented by means of concatenations of the 
form: prefixes-root-suffixes. 
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minal node. All nodes except the terminal node are labeled, that is, they are 

associated to either a symbol or the null word (represented by an arrow). In 

An Example of FSA 

the following automation, the initial node is labeled by the null word (the 

left arrow): this node has two outgoing arcs; one of them goes to the node 

labeled by the symbol m; the node labeled by the symbol e at the right side 

of the graph is connected to the terminal node. 

A FSA represents a language, which is the set of all recognized sequences. 

The above automaton represents the set of all the correct orthographic vari

ants of the French noun moyen--age (=Middle Ages): 

moyen-age, moyen age, 

Moyen-Age, Moyen-Age, 

Moyen-Age, Moyen Age 

A sequence is recognized by a FSA if it belongs to the set represented by 

the FSA. In order to check if a sequence in a text is or is not recognized by 

a FSA, we apply the following recognition algorithm: 

One begins at the initial node; then, one tries to read the sequence while fol

lowing the arcs which connect nodes labeled by a symbol which matches the sym

bol read from the text. If one reaches the terminal node after having read all the 

symbols of the text, the text is recognized; but if one cannot reach the terminal 

node, or if one reaches the terminal node before having read all the sequence, 

2 Our notation differs somewhat from the notation traditionally used in Computer 
Sciences (Aho Sethi Ullman 1986). We represent transitions in nodes, and not 
states, in order to lighten the graphs. Our graphs seem to have more constraints 
than traditional FSA because they have only one initial node and one terminal 
node, the latter cannot have any outgoing arc. Nevertheless, our networks are still 
equivalent to traditional FSA; thus we will call them FSA. 
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the sequence is not recognized. 

For instance, the sequence moyen-Age is not recognized by the above 

FSA, because after having matched the six characters m, 0, y, e, nand -, 

there is no way to reach a node labeled "A. The sequence moyen-ages is not 

recognized either by this FSA, because the terminal node is reached before 

the sequence has been totally read (there is an extra s). 

From now on, we will use a slightly more compact notation: we allow the 

labels of the nodes to be disjunctions of sequences of symbols, instead of just 

one symbol. This new notation considerably lighten networks; nevertheless, 

the new networks are still FSA. For instance, the two following networks 

are equivalent: 

here are four words 
then three words 
two more 

Two Equivalent FSA 

We give below a description of the sequences of the pre-verbal particles 

which can occur between the pronouns il or on and a verb (Perrin 1989). 

The symbol <V:3s> stands for a verbal form conjugated in the third per

son singular; the <E> symbol represents the null word; the meta-charac

ter ':1:1=' is used after the apostrophe to inhibit the default insertion of a 

blank. 
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<E> 

<V:3s>)-g 

Some Preverbal Sequences 

2. FSA and Ambiguity 

The most difficult problem in automatic Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) is the removing of all the ambiguities: most of the symbols in natu

ral languages correspond to more than one linguistic function. For instance, 

French is ambiguous: 

- at the typographic level, because of the multiple functions of several char

acters. For instance, the dot can be used as a full stop to delimit sentences, 

or in abbreviations; uppercase letters are used in proper names, or at begin

ning of sentences, etc. 

- at the orthographic level, because of the use of unaccented uppercase let

ters. For instance, the following sequences of letters correspond to more 

than one word (S. Woznika 1989): 
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A(aora) 

DES (des, des or des) 

TABLE (table, or table) 

etc. 

Max Silberztein 

- at the morplwlogical level. For instance, the form donne corresponds to the 

verb donner, conjugated in the first or third person singular of the indi

cative or subjunctive present, or in the second person singular of the impera

tive, or to the feminine noun donne ( in singular ); 

- at the lexical level, there are ambiguities between compounds and se

quences of simple words, as well as between different compounds. For in

stance, the sequence un ped noir ( = a black foot) is ambiguous: it can rep

resent a foot which is black, a French person born in Algeria, or an Ameri

can Indian of a specific tribe; 

- at the syntactic and semantic levels. For instance, the verb voler occurs in 

seven different basic syntactic structures at lease: 

( 2 ) Fio vole au secours de Bob 

( Fio flies to help Bob) 

( 6 ) Max n' a pas vole sa claque 

(Max deserved his slap) 

(10) Max a vole dans ce livre que E= mc2 

(Max stole from this book that E=mc2
) 

(35L) L' avian a vole jusqu' a Gap 

( The pane flew to Gap) 

(35R) La porte a vole en morceaux 

( The door flew to pieces) 

(36DT) Max a vole sa voiture a Paul 

( Max stole Paul's car from him) 

(37E) Max a vole Luc de lOOF 

(Max cheated Luc of lOOF) 

Ambiguities obviously complicate Natural Language Processings. Consid

er for instance the FSA which represents two frequent right contexts of the 

3 The code between parentheses refers to the name of the table in the lexicon
grarmnar in which the syntactic properties of the corresponding structure have 
been described (Boons, Guillet, Leclere 1976a, 1976b; M Gross 1975). 
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words le, la, les, which are determiners (often followed by a noun) or clitics 

(often followed by a verb). In this FSA, four special symbols are used: 

< DET> for determiners, < N > for nouns, < PRO> for pronouns, and 

<V> for any verbal form. This FSA could be used in order to 

disambiguate the three words: followed by a noun, they are determiners; 

followed by a verb, they are pronouns. 

o 

Ambiguities and Automata 

Now consider the parsing of the following sequence: 

.. ·la porte'" 

There are two ways to reach the terminal node: either la is a determiner 

and porte is a noun (=the door), either la is a pronoun and porte a conjugat

ed form of the verb porter (= carry her). 4 More generally, a lot of sequences 

are recognized in more than one way by automata. Thus, more than one 

node of an automaton can be activated at the same time, i.e., the algorithms 

used to parse Natural Language texts are not deterministic. 

3. The Lexical Analysis 

Linguistic analysis at any level (whether syntactic or semantic) should 

not be undertaken without a complete list of the words of the text with 

minimal grammatical information. Hence, compiling such an elementary list 

4 The linear format traditionally used by taggers (Meijs et alii, 1987) cannot rep
resent contextual lexical constraints. The sequence .. ·la parte'" is tagged in the fol
lowing manner: 

la PRO + DEI' 
porte N+V 

This tag represents four structures, only two of which are correct and represented 
by the latter FSA (the sequences PRO N and DEI' V are impossible). 
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is a necessary step in any linguistic analysis. The process of building this 

list is called lexical analysis. It can be seen as a projection of the tokens of 

the text into a system of dictionaries of the system. How do we represent 

the result of lexical analysis? Since a!!lbiguities occur at different levels 

(typographic, morphological, lexical and syntactic), a simple pairing 

(token, information) cannot be used: one token may correspond to more 

than one linguistic function (because of morphological ambiguities), and 

more than one token at one level may correspond to only one linguistic 

funtion (because of compounds). Therefore, the only tools capable of repre

senting the result of a lexical analysis are FSA. For instance, consider the 

following text: 

il aide le ministere de l'interieur 

(he helps the ministry from inside) 

(he helps the interior ministry) 

After the lexical analysis, the parser has built the following list of words, 

i.e., tokens associated with some linguistic information: 

il 

aide 

le 

ministere 

de 

l' 

il, PRO: 3ms 

aider, V3:Pls 

aider, V3:P3s 

aider, V3:S1s 

aider, V3:S3s 

aider, V3:Y2s 

aide, N31 : ms 

aide, N31 :fs 

aide, N21:fs 

le, DEI':ms 

le, PRO:ms 

ministere, Nl:ms 

de,PREP 

de, DEI' 

le, DEI':ms 

le, DEI':Js 

le, PRO:ms 

le, PRO:fs 
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interieur 

ministere de I' interieur 

de l'interieur 

interieur, Nl: ms 

ministere de l'interieur, N: ms 

de l'interieur, ADV 

In this list, PRO stands for Pronoun, V for Verb, N for Noun, DET for 

Determiner, PREP for Preposition, and ADV for Adverb. Note that aide 

can represent five conjugated forms of the verb aider (=to help), or two 

forms of the noun un aide (=an assistant), or one form of the noun une 

aide (= a help); le and l' can be determiners or pronouns; the sequence 

ministere de l'inlerieur is ambiguous: 

[ministere de l 'interieurJ = interior ministry 

ministere [de l'interieurJ = ministry from inside 

The corresponding FSA is given below. This FSA constitutes the input of 

any more precise parser, such as a syntactic or semantic parser. In this 

framework, their goal is to remove as many arcs as possible: if a sentence 

is not syntactically ambiguous, at the end of the syntactic parser, the 

resulting FSA should have only one path from the initial node to the termi

nal node. 

The First Result of the Lexical Analysis 
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4. Transducers and Local Grammars 

The result given so far by a simple lookup of various dictionaries can eas

ily be enhanced by removing some arcs. For instance, we saw above that 

the preverbal sequences are very constrained in French: in the latter text, 

the word il can only be followed by a verb, conjugated in the third person. 

Therefore, six nodes corresponding to the word aide in the latter FSA can 

be removed because they immediately follow the node il. In the same man

ner, the two preverbal pronouns le and l' cannot occur before a noun, 

therefore, the corresponding nodes should be removed. Finally, since the 

word interieur is a masculine noun, l' cannot represent a feminine deter

miner: this node must be removed. Therefore, the final result of the lexical 

analysis (with the removing of the latter ambiguities) is much lighter: 

mimst~re de l'mt~rieur 

Lexical Analysis with Some Ambiguities Removed 

In order to formalize these removings of ambiguities, we use local gram

mars. A local grammar is a combinatorial description of some local con

straints, that is, some constraints whose length is typically limited to a few 

words. For instance, consider the following local grammar: 

-if the word s' is followed by either il or ils, it is the conjunction si 

-if s' is followed by a preverbal particle en or y, or a verb conjugated in the 

third person (singular or plural) or in the infinitive or in the participle, then it 

is the pronoun se. 

Local grammars are expressed by means of a special kind of FSA, a 

transducer. A transducer is a FSA in which nodes are associated to two 

symbols, instead of one. The first is used in order to match texts, the other 
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to remove arcs. The latter local grammar is expressed by the following 

transducer: 

D 

A Transducer 

<E> 

Preverbal Pronouns 

<V> stands for Verb; CONJS for Conjunction, PRO stands for Pro

noun. The metacharacter '#' is used to inhibit the default insertion of a 

blank after the apostrophe. The transducer is interpreted in the following 
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way: when a sequence matches the symbol in a node, the corresponding 
symbol under the node is used as a constraint. For instance, since s'il is 

matched, all the arcs which are not compatible with the sequence CONJS 
under s' are removed. 

We give above the transducer which corresponds to the disambiguation 
of the sequences in the pre-verbal sequences which have been given above. 

5. Recursive Transition Networks (RTN) 

It is impossible to use Finite State Automata to describe linguistic phe

nomena at a large scale unless there are sufficient tools to help build and 

maintain a huge data base made up of one or several automata correspond

ing to each linguistic phenomenon described. Although several grammatical 

formalisms must be rebuilt from scratch at each integration of new con

straints, FSA are very well adapted to an architecture built by accumula

tion of autonomous modules. So, as we are going to process several phe

nomena which belong to different levels (typography, orthography, inflec

tion, and morphology), it is necessary for us to be able to easily combine el
ementary FSA. Consider the FSA which describes the four orthographic 

variants of the noun tsar: 

VarCsar 

Now, consider the following noun phrases: 

le tsar, le tsar de Russie, le tsar de toutes les Russies 

How do we represent these variant, and their combination with the ortho
graphic variants of the simple noun tsar? A first possibility would be to use 
the heterogenous FSA given below: 

tautes les Russies 

A Heterogenous Representation 
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We don't like this representation for two reasons: 
a) two distinct phenomena are represented at the same level : the ortho

graphic variant of one simple word, and the variants of a compound noun; 
from a formal point of view, this heterogeneity is seen in the fact that the 
two nodes (c+t) and (s+z) must be protected with the meta-character 
«#»5; 

b) the simple word tsar and its variants occur in other compound nouns, 
in some proper names, and in other structures. Since a ll the variants of the 
simple word are equivalent, they must be explicitly specified in a ll the struc
tures which contain the simple word, as for instance la cour du tsar, au 
temps du tsar, etc. This explicit description is redundant, and would add sev
eral problems related to the maintenance of the system (if one wants to 
add a new variant for tsar, one has to find a ll the FSA which can be relat
ed to the term) . 

We are going to use a new type of automata : the Recursive Transitions 
Networks (RTNs) . RTNs are automata which can contain a new type of 
nodes : auxiliary nodes, which refer to RTNs (T. Winograd, 1983). For in
stance, if VarCsar is the automaton which represents the orthographic var
iants of the simple noun tsar, we will represent the automaton for the sim
ple and compound nouns synonyms of tsaT in the fo llowing RTN (gray node 
labels are RTN names). 

VarCsarDeRussie 

Consider now the representation of compound verbs. By using the RTN 

insertion which describes a sequence of zero, one, or more words : 

Insertion 

5 Graphs have default settings, one of them concerns the insertion of a blank 
after all the unprotected nodes. When all nodes must be protected (as for the 
graph VarCsar) , it is not necessary to insert a ' :1* ' at the end of every node. 
Thus, this meta-character occurs only in heterogenous graphs. 
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we can now describe the compound verb No prendre le taureau par les comes 
(No take the bull by the horns), and a lot of compound verbs which have the 
same structure, by a graph of type ExpPrendreLeTaureauParLesCornes. 

ExpPrendreLeTaureauParLesCornes 

The two symbols <avoir > and <prendre> match all the conjugated 

forms of the verbs avoir and prendre. RTNs VarCsarDeRussie and 

ExpPren-dreLeTaureauParLesCornes seem to be of little gain because the 

nodes VarCsar and insertion are small. In fact, several phenomena require 

descriptions which are so redundant that it would not be practical to try to 

describe them with mere FSA. Consider for example the problem of the au

tomatic recognition of numeral determiners in texts. One wants to identify 

cardina l numerals as well as ordinal ones: 

un, deux, trois, ' .. , (1,2,3) 

cent trente--trois, quatre mille cinq cents, ... (133, 4,500) 

premier, deuxieme, .. ·cinq cent millieme, ' " (first, second, 500,000th) 

Fortunately, determiners seem to beb finite in French 6; the biggest num

ber we want to describe will be: 

neuj cent quatre-vingt-dix-neuj mille millions de milliards et neuj cent 

quatre-vingt-dix-neuj millions neuj cent quatre-vingt-dix-neuj mille neuj 

cent quatre-vingt-dix-neuj (999 1018+ 999, 999, 999) 

6 Our description of French numeral determiners is purely linguistic, and pre
sents several differences with an arithmetic description of integers. For instance, 
several integers have more than one representation in French: 

mille trois cent un+ treize cent un (1,301) 
un milliard + mille millions (1,000,000,000) 

Decimal numbers seem to have no natural description in French: 
trois francs vingt-cinq (3F25) , I ' trois virgule vingt-cinq jrancs(3.25F) 

Numbers written in letters have a length which seem to be very limited (a dozen 
words); the number we gave as an upper limit is much too accurate to be written 
in letters (i.e., its length in terms of number of words is too big). 
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dix 
vingt 
trente 
quarante 
cinquante 
soixante 
septante 
octante 
nonante 

<un:s> 
deux 
trois 
quatre 
cinq 
SIX 

sept 
huit 
neuf 
dix 
onze 
douze 
treize 
quatorze 
quinze 
seize 

DnumlnfCentFinal 
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Now the advantage of RTNs is clear: several sequences can occur sever

a l times at different places (for instance, quatre-vingt-dix-neuf in the latter 

number); these sequences will be described in one graph, which will be 

called several times. 

The graph DnumInfCentFinal contains the determiners which represent 

the numbers between 1 and 99; DnumInfCentFinal occurs at the end of 

the determiner, that is, followed by a noun. The symbol <un:s> represents 

the inflected forms of the word un in singular: un and une. Thus, the three 

determiners un, une ( =one) and quatre-vingts (=eighty) are recognized by 

th is automaton. There is a similar automaton, DnumlnfCent which doesn't 

have the determiners un and une, and contains quatre-vingt instead of qua

tre-vingts: DnumInfCent will be used before the words mille, millions et 

milliards: the incorrect sequences *unmille, *une millions or *quatre-vingts 

milliards must not be included. The Belgian and Swiss variants septante, 

octante and non ante have been included in both graphs. 

The graph DnumCentFinal describes the determiners from 100 to 1,000 

(i.e. those containing the word cent); it includes the sequences deux cents 

( = two hundred), cent une (= one hundred and one) et trois cent quatre

vingts (= three hundred and eighty) . The corresponding automaton, which 

must be followed by mille, millions or milliards, and thus contains the se

quences deux cent et trois cent quatre-vingt (with no s), but not the se

quence cent une, is DnumCent. 

deux 
trois 
quatre 
cinq 
six 
sept 
huit 
neuf 

DnumCentFinal 

>-------::::",;>jD 

The graphs DnumMille, DnumMilleFinal, DumMillion, DnumMill

ionFinal, DnumMilliard and DnumMilliardFinal are built in an analoguous 

way. The main graph, Dnum, describes all the numeral determiners. 
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"l~~I'I. 
;;;;mfiglw.ititffl~I@, 

)E-----1 trmliJ&llilIRlli. >---'31 

IJMiB,u_i!ili 
JMi_iji~~l~gl;;Jl 

Dnum 

The LADL is currently building hundreds of local grammars, such as a 

grammar of dates, locations (Maurel 1989), grammars of measured quanti

ties, technical terms and sentences, frozen expressions, etc. (Gross 1993). 

Conclusion 

Finite State Automata are very well adapted to the description of vari

ous linguistic phenomena which must be dealt with at various points in dif

ferent types of automatic processing, particula rly lexical parsing, which 

tries to identify the words in text. 

The output of the lexical analysis, which should constitute the input for 

any further parsing (such as syntactic parsing), is well represented by a 

FSA. Moreover, by using transducers, several ambiguities which concern 

very frequent words (mostly grammatical words, such as le, la, les, est, de, 

un, etc.) can be removed. 

In order to build a consistent system of description, all the FSA corre

sponding to the various levels of descriptions must be combined in a simple 

and efficient way: to do this, we use Recursive Transition Networks. RTNs 

can be kept small, are easily mainta ined, and are still as readable as FSA. 
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